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Media, Spiritualities, and Social Change offers insights into the dynamics between media, 

spirituality and social change through case studies that cover topics ranging from spiritual identities to 

interactions between people, and between people and places.  The Introduction by Stewart Hoover and 

Monica Emerich situates the reader within the current cultural context as audiences explore their 

spirituality and deeper values in this media age. The cultural authority of the media is evident as 

people turn to online sources and social media for their information and to build bridges between 

people of different ethnic, economic and religious backgrounds. The ease of accessing and using media 

has thus expanded the range of opportunities for both youth empowerment and personal growth.  As 

media and audiences change, public and private life have also changed. Hoover and Emerich are most 

interested in “the way media and spirituality are put to use for social transformation” (6). 

This book explores the connections between media, religion and community, authority, 

capitalism and youth, and highlights how individuals see themselves as agents of change by building 
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websites, starting protests and engaging in dialogue with others.  This review will concentrate 

primarily on the chapters that highlight digital media. The ability to reflect upon and to realize one’s 

values and catalyze social change are demonstrated in Rebecca Self’s chapter (Chapter Six) on the 

website and network MidEast Youth, which created the Free Kareem campaign and the Baha’i Rights 

campaign. Other relevant chapters focus on participatory culture (Chapter Three by Lee Gilmore), 

digital media and teaching youth (Chapter Four by Carol Bliss), and dissent blogging (Chapter 

Thirteen by Solomon Schimmel).  

 Media, Spiritualities, and Social Change provides new insights to scholars of media, religion and 

culture by covering “spiritualities” rather only the Abrahamic religions. Hoover and Emerich are 

reluctant to define ‘spiritualities’ but describe them as “sensibilities that collect, reassemble and 

reinterpret symbolic resources in an attempt to carve out space in which different types of actions, 

partnerships and ideals categorized as civic engagement and social transformation can flourish” (6). 

The edited volume makes clear the fact that religions and individuals are not static or regressing.  

While Bowling Alone (2000) and Habits of the Heart (1985) have argued there has been a dissolution 

of social bonds, several authors in Media, Spiritualities, and Social Change assert that the mediation of 

the web offer critical arenas to come together and connect.  For instance, Lee Gilmore identifies how 

religion writer Mike Lee crowdfunds his ethical dilemmas on Twitter and how participants at Burning 

Man have significant spiritual experiences impacting how they connect with one another and 

something larger than themselves. Solomon Schimmel sees anonymous blogging as a unique avenue 

for religion dissenters to challenge religious authority and for those individuals to find community. 

Both the chapters by Schimmel and Carol Bliss articulate the safety of online distance.  Schimmel 

finds that religious individuals can discuss their concerns openly without fear of consequences to 

themselves or their families.  In Bliss’s chapter, Youtube videos allow students to articulate aspects of 

their life that might be too challenging to state in words. These chapters point out how individuals can 

be vulnerable online and find support through the mediation of digital media.  

Chapter Three focuses on spirituality and community in the digital era.  Lee Gilmore uses 

Henry Jenkins’ term ‘convergence culture’ to consider how people are enacting their spirituality today.  

Rather than dissolution of community bonds, Gilmore argues that people are creating their own 

spiritual networks and communities, what he terms DIY spirituality.  He uses the examples of the 

Burning Man Festival and web platforms to illuminate the qualities of DIY culture today. He notes that 
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“Burning Man has even been compared to the Internet itself, as both constitute open and seemingly 

limitless spaces, which are populated by individual nodes for creativity and community, be they theme 

camps and artworks or websites” (41). These are spaces of participation, where there should be “no 

spectators.” At Burning Man, and online, people play with a range of symbols to create meaning and 

connections for themselves.  Gilmore uses Burning Man, Beliefnet.com and Twitter as examples of 

sites where people are creating their own communities and exploring human existence themselves.  

Thus they are shaping the Internet through the ways they are participating rather than allowing 

technology to determine them.  People extract what they need in the ways they build online 

environments or construct their own rituals in their own spiritual quests for connection and 

community.  

Connected to the idea that people are active participants in their faith and finding new avenues 

of expression, Solomon Schimmel’s chapter focuses on blogospheres of resistance.  Schimmel 

carefully considers a group of Orthodox Jewish skeptics-doubters-deniers who use online blogs, 

forums, and discussions groups to discuss and criticize their communities. He articulates how the 

dissent bloggers are a religious community based on the seven shared elements of such a community: 

language; literatures; specific linguistic and cultural allusions; culture, history, and experiences; 

emotions, both positive and negative; interests; and interactions” (150). The dissident bloggers share 

an intense, close-knit community where blogging can sometimes lead to reinforcing community 

stability by being an outlet for catharsis.  Schimmel also includes the opinions of former Orthodox 

Jews who report that blogging decreased their faith.  

In Bliss’s chapter, she shares her experience using YouTube in class projects while teaching 

undergraduates.  Bliss integrates the attributes of Generation Y, their desire to be on the cutting edge, 

time spent online, globalized backgrounds, and more customized knowledge with the ways YouTube 

has enhanced student learning.  She writes that new media has a connective capacity through the ways 

it combines affect and cognition.  In their projects students selected YouTube videos to share with the 

class that express their own inner values, connecting with other students by learning about their values 

and cultural backgrounds.  Bliss notes that “Media offer an excellent tool for this work [of building 

deeper learning and community connections] because they can help make these sometimes hidden 

values visible” (50). Students become identified with the clips they share and connect with each other 

through this shared understanding and knowledge.  In addition, as students share their deeper values 
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they often find common ground and have a sense of discovery.  Lastly, these projects contribute to 

their media literacy as they analyze the clips and consider their connective capacity.   

 Rebecca Self’s chapter, “MidEast Youth: Can Social Media = Social Change?” integrates the 

themes of Chapter Three and Four, DIY participation and building connections and dialogue via an 

online platform.  Self describes Esra’a al-Shafei’s creation of the site MidEast Youth.  In a proactive 

way, Esra’a founded a bridgeblog for people to transcend “boundaries of language, nationality, 

ethnicity and religion to enable communication between individuals in a variety of positions and 

contexts” (74).  The site is not only a place to blog and share ideas, because the group also does Web 

development, hosting, cartooning, production services and PR development.  MidEast Youth is a 

group of young people acting on the value of universal human rights across religions. The site is 

neither an example of religious interests against secular modernity nor a site of terrorist organization. 

Rather it is an online public sphere upholding the idea of freedom of expression. 

Media, Spiritualities and Social Change serves as a useful reminder of the rich ways religion is 

constructed materially through church buildings, our bodies and DNA, other people, and environments 

but also in our various communication mediums. Scholars will find valuable support in these chapters 

for seeing how individuals can be proactive agents of bridge-building online, encouraging us to think 

of online spaces as new ways of finding meaning and being.  
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